Slow-binding inhibition of cholinesterases, pharmacological and toxicological relevance.
Slow-binding inhibition (SBI) of enzymes is characterized by slow establishment of enzyme-inhibitor equilibrium. Cholinesterases (ChEs) display slow onset of inhibition with certain inhibitors. After a survey of SBI mechanisms, SBI of ChEs is examined. SBI results either from simple slow interaction, induced-fit, or slow conformational selection. In some cases, the slow equilibrium is followed by an irreversible chemical step. This later was observed for the interaction of ChEs with certain irreversible inhibitors. Because slow-binding inhibitors present pharmacological advantages over classical reversible inhibitors (e.g. long target-residence times, resulting in prolonged efficacy with minimal unwanted side effects), slow-binding inhibitors of ChEs are promising new drugs for treatment of Alzheimer disease, myasthenia, and neuroprotection. SBI is also of toxicological importance; it may play a role in mechanisms of resistance and protection against poisoning by irreversible agents.